
 

 
Sweeps 1 

 
Summary  Sweeps 1 is a fun rowing environment with a good sweat during each class. 50% 
of practice time is focused on skill development with the other 50% on application of these 
skills during continuous rowing. 
  
Who Is This Program Appropriate For?  Any adult rower who has completed the Learning 
Checklist from Novice Sweeps or has previous rowing experience equivalent to Novice 
Sweeps is eligible for Sweeps 1.  There will also be rowers who have already taken Sweeps 
1 but wish to stay in this group. With a wide range of skill levels, it is important to balance and 
support the needs of all athletes who may feel ahead or behind the group. 
  
What’s Next?  Rowers often spend multiple terms in Sweeps 1. After demonstrating ability of 
all items on the Sweeps 1 Learning Checklist, rowers can choose to move to Sweeps 2, 
where the majority of time is spent on continuous full boat rowing. Rowers can also develop 
rowing fitness in CRI’s indoor programs, such as the Drive Row Studio. Another alternative is 
to try sculling starting in Sculling 1. 
  
Learning Checklist  Skills marked with * can be reviewed in the Athlete Moodle,  Before 
enrolling all Sweeps 1 rowers will have demonstrated the skills on the learning checklist for 
Adult Novice Sweeps. 

❏ Embodies the CRI mission of “Rowing for All”* 
❏ Demonstrates understanding that safety is the #1 priority and demonstrates all 

Charles River Tour guidelines down to Weeks Bridge* 
❏ Handles equipment with appropriate care following all written CRI guidelines* 
❏ Able to adjust footstretchers and spacers properly before launching without 

prompting from a coach 
❏ Able to feather & square the blade without changing the oar height 
❏ Enters the oar in the water at catch without disrupting the boat 
❏ Extracts the oar out of the water cleanly at the finish 
❏ Knows and can execute drills at regular speed: Pick, Inside/Outside arm, 

Pausing at finish, arms away, body over, 1⁄2 slide 
❏ Does not disrupt the boat set noticeably, or hinder boat movement because of 

strength, fitness or flexibility restrictions 
❏ Has at least one session of coxing experience  
❏ Follows the proper traffic pattern and can launch/land safely when coxing 
❏ Understands the principles of steering & how to steer an 8+ 
❏ Demonstrates river and bridge arch rules as well as how to conduct a crew with 

other crews around (yielding for faster boats, waiting to cross until there is 
plenty of clearance, not passing other boats too closely) 

  
*Athlete Moodle Access - https://education.cricoach.com/moodle/login/index.php 



 

 
 
 


